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HACKERSPACE FOR MYTH MAKING

hackerspace for mythmaking - the manual
1 a protocol
2 new crackerjack world
3 feed lot
4 on a ledge
5 grave merry man
6 the dervish in the machine
7 costume shop
8 the hacker cometh
9 tool chest
10 sovereign code
11 tables, tunnels and debris
12 more tables, more debris
13 the myth that got away
14 hitting a wall
15 cyborg on corners

16 progeny
17 bits of passage
18 goya smeared
19 trunk show
20 cartographer’s dilemma
21 spaceport boosters
22 a lab
23 genesis tale
24 the good
25 bad code case study
26 map perfect
27 a trickster and walkabout
epilogue
credits

synoptic

vision

Aristotle the founder of civic studies,
as of so many others wisely insisted
upon the importance, not only of comparing city constitutions (as he did, a
hundred and sixty-three of them), but
of seeing our city with our own eyes.
He urged that our view be truly synoptic, a word which had not then become
abstract, but was vividly concrete, as
its make-up shows : a seeing of the
city, and this as a whole ; like Athens
from its Acropolis, like city and Acropolis together the real Athens. Athens
from Lycabettos and from Piraeus,
from hill-top and from sea. Large views
in the abstract, Aristotle knew and thus
compressedly said, depend upon
large views in the concrete.
Cities in Evolution patrick geddes

This Manual is for artists, architects, and urban designers. It’s for anybody else skittish about a descent into flat. The Manual maps projects
and hacks. The projects link streetscapes and data-landscapes. The
hacks go after what’s in the way. Endgame is an urban design protocol.
A protocol is a recipe. This recipe is for a street in “A City That Thinks”.
Hackerspace for Myth Making lays out a line of case studies. The case
studies are protocol r + d. They include a nightclub, media labs, theatrical plays, gallery shows, documentary films, street projections, and a
line of public installations. They were up running as private-public culture made the switch over to full-body digital apparel. Remix binds all
the projects. The projects pushed remix artists into the street. Shoved
them out to map a 2-byte maelstrom. But the Manual is more than a
remix handbook or an art scene audit. It’s also a dispatch, a dispatch
from a front. The front was St. Louis Missouri. The St. Louis street was
project workshop, scaffold, and catwalk. The projects were arks. They
were gear to navigate patterns, kit to weave a course. But there were
problems in assembling transit tools. If you want early radar systems
on the street you better be ready to go after the bad code. The Manual
chronicles a messy cognitive arms race. It traces resistance to the street
as a way-station to peer, and charts a clamp-down on a smart street.

A St. Louis History -The Short:
The last hundred years in St. Louis might be summed up like this; who came and left, who
left something that fell down, who launched something that’s everywhere. Marshall McLuhan
came. He left a rough map into a net-wandered world. The next one to show was Minoru
Yamasaki. He built something big, but his Pruitt-Igoe didn’t stand up. It came down thirty
years before his Twin Towers fell. And then there was Monsanto, here all the time. St. Louis
is where Monsanto flung a mongrel seed into a global village. Epistemological leaps don’t
come easy. They’re messy. The home to McLuhan, Monsanto and where Modernism went
bust offers a stage to grapple with the mess.
.
Project - End Game:
The projects that follow set their site on the street. It is a pattern recognition design, build,
perform praxis. The praxis is tabbed Recursive Urbanism. Recursive Urbanism uses the
street as:
• an evolving search engine, a tableau you drift through, synthesizing as you move
• a platform to assemble networks to critique the network
• a probe into how digital kit edits-us.
The street has always been the place to get the read on where we’re going. Much of what
and who we are emerged on the street. As the data cloud descends we still need the street.
Need it for tricksters to prick at information plutocracies, and tricksters to poke at the digitization of everything. We need it to seed myth.

a sweet prologue
Monsanto Chemical Works opened its doors in St. Louis in 1901. That was
three years before the St. Louis Worlds Fair. John Francis Queeny founded
the company. Queeny spent 30 years in the pharmaceutical industry. He was
an employee all that time, but now he wanted to make his own products for
the food and pharmaceutical industries. So he put all his savings into a new
venture, everything. He borrowed the rest from a Chicago soft drink supplier.
John Queeny named the company after his wife. Her maiden name was Olga
Mendez Monsanto. The company's first product was saccharin. Monsanto
made it’s reputation manufacturing the sweet stuff. From 1903 to 1905
Monsanto’s entire saccharin output was shipped to one company. It was in
Georgia. It was CocaCola.
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PLAINTIFF’S ADDITIONAL RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY’S
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
3.
Other than commemorating the heritage of the work of Marshall McLuhan and Fr.
Walter Ong at St. Louis University, explain in detail what part of the Media Box proposal was
unique to Paul Guzzardo’s “proprietary and confidential Media Box architectural concepts,
program, and content summaries.”

1. How a big data platform brief is traced to Understanding Media, specifically the role of artist
as cartographer; 2. How a code smell contagion in the form of a sycophantic sinkhole blocked
platform construction; 3. How traditional media and prosecutors have failed to respond to a
vandalized American heritage site.
The hoped-for endgame is viral agitprop, and what more appropriate way to celebrate Understanding Media’s 50th anniversary than that.

interrogatory

RESPONSE : Plaintiff again references his draft e-book Hackerspace for Myth Making - The
Manual. Organized as a line of case studies, the e-book describes the staged development of
the Media Box’s hybrid Community Media - Media Ecology Protocol: 1) assembling the 199798 media night Club Cabool, 2) assembling the 1999-2001 Media Arts street lab. 3) excavating
St. Louis’s Marshall McLuhan and Fr. Walter Ong new media heritage, 4) excavating the Josephine Baker- J Edgar Hoover - Walter Winchell new media myth. The four were used as
structure-format for organizing the Media Box Protocol lectures. Invitations to lecture were
extended because the Plaintiff was told that the Media Box Protocol was unique. The Media
Box Protocol was presented to audiences as “a proprietary first in right” while simultaneously
critiquing the prevalent intellectual property rent seeking model. This paradox was in fact inherent to the protocol, and noted in the presentations. The Plaintiff and Defendant's agent Sung
Ho Kim in Thickening The Word And The Return of The Trickster discussed the scholarship
and research rational for not registering a copyright. The paper which was presented at the
Rochester Institute of Technology in 2004 is attached. The sui generis character of Plaintiff’s
Protocol was recognized by the international architectural-design press before Professor Miller
introduced the Plaintiff to Sung Ho Kim. Club Cabool was the subject of a substantial national
and international journalism _ and with Plaintiff's residential design opus_ was included in an
international survey of LOFT projects. The survey was provide to JoAnne LaSala at her
request.

Abstract: The pretesenter is a Plaintiff. The Defendant is a mixed arts/real estate development
district in St. Louis, Missouri. The lawsuit involves platform design. The platforms are viewing
stations, mirrors of a sort. The big idea behind these mirrors were to use them to glimpse
ourselves sloshing about and around in Big Data. The Plaintiff began working on a brief to
build them in the mid-1990s. In 2003, the Plaintiff pitched the brief to an arts district by linking
brief and platforms to Marshall McLuhan. McLuhan taught at Saint Louis University from
1937-1944. Since the art district includes the University, the district developers had acquired
a new media heritage site whether they wanted one or not. There is dialectic (in) play here. In
2003, the person who effectively ran the district was Emily Pulitzer, widow of Pulitzer Media
Company chairman Joseph Pulitzer Jr. Pulitzer Jr. was also known for his collection of contemporary art, regarded as one of the largest and finest in the world. At the time of his death
in 1993 he was a director in the arts district. His widow stepped in after he died, bringing the
modernist Tadao Ando with her. Together they built a private museum in the district. This
background information is a frame for three overlapping stories. Each story will be outlined via
excerpted documents: emails, legal pleadings, blog posts, and press releases. The stories:

Biography: I am a lawyer/media activist/artist, and a current fellow at the Geddes Institute for
UrbanResearch -University of Dundee, Scotland. I was a former legal counsel for District 34
of theUnited Steelworkers of America. My design praxis includes nightclubs, outdoor projections, street-front media labs, street theater, remix concerts, gallery installations, documentary
film and litigation. St. Louis, Missouri is a stage for my praxis. Three other players were
prelude tableau. Marshall McLuhan was there from 1937-1944. According to his biographer
Douglas Coupland, McLuhan put together a “proto-Warhol factory” in St. Louis. It’s where it all
began. Player number two is Monsanto. Monsanto was founded in St. Louis. First there was
the father, John Queeny, then the son Edgar Monsanto Queeny. Extensions were the family
business, and what McLuhan predicted was on the way, but some things you can’t see
because of all the dust. And the dust leads to number three, Pruitt-Igoe. March 3, 1972 marks
a tumble into a postmodern looking glass. Minoru Yamasaki’s first fall down was a few blocks
from where McLuhan once taught. I use this mythic stew for my praxis. I am currently completing a book that blends praxis and myth: “Hackerspace for Myth Making -The Manual”.

